
 
 

2013-12-11 Academic Planning and Priorities Agenda  

 

AGENDA 
ACADEMIC PLANNING AND PRIORITIES COMMITTEE 

December 11, 2013 
2:30 to 4:30 pm, Room A225/A229 

 

1. CALL to ORDER 

2. ITEMS for ADOPTION 

2.1. Agenda – 2013 12 11 
2.2. Minutes – 2013 11 13  ................................................................................................................  pg. 2 

3. BUSINESS 

2:35 pm  3.1. Provost’s Report – Eric 

2:45 pm 3.2. Program Changes – Maria Bos-Chan  

3.2.1. Geography Major Concentration Changes ...................................................  pg. 6 

3.2.2. Physical Geography Honours in Science  ....................................................  pg. 15 

2:50 pm 3.3. Request to Review the Program Approval Policy – Eric ........................................ pg. 21 

3:05 pm 3.4. Common Program Review Recommendations – Eric  ..........................................  pg. 22 

3:45 pm 3.5. Student Engagement Report – Eric  ....................................................................  pg. 25  

4. ADJOURNMENT and NEXT MEETING 

Next Meeting: January 22, 2013, 2:30 – 4:30 pm, A225/A229  

5. INFORMATION ITEMS 

5.1. Geography Department Name Change ...................................................................................... pg. 54 
5.2. APPC website: http://www.ufv.ca/senate/standing-committees/appc/  
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MINUTES 

ACADEMIC PLANNING AND PRIORITIES COMMITTEE 
 

November 13, 2013 
2:30 pm - Room A225/229 

 

Present:  E. Davis, G. Palmer, J. Hogan, S. Pattridge, M. Bos-Chan, C. Slavik, J. Todrick, N. Weinberg,  
M. Rhodes, G. Schlitt, J. English, J. MacLean, M. Brosinski, S. Brar, D. Griffiths, A. Chan,  
W. Burton, D. McGuire, P. Wilson, S. Murray  

Regrets:  Z. Dennison, C. Bell, C. Gillmeister, V. Dvoracek, A. Wiseman 

Guests: B. Seo (on behalf of SRC vice-chair), D. Harnett and T. Cooper – Engineering Physics Diploma 
in Mechatronics, K. Brealey – Geography Program Review 

Recorder:  J. Nagtegaal 

1. CALL to ORDER 

The meeting was called to order at 2:40 pm. Eric acknowledged the guests in attendance and 
welcomed the new members of APPC: Michelle Rhodes and Sukhdeep (Sukhi) Brar. 

2. ITEMS for ADOPTION 

2.1. Agenda – 2013 11 13 

MOTION: 
THAT APPC approve the 2013 11 13 agenda as presented. 
G. Palmer/S. Pattridge 
CARRIED 

2.2. Minutes – 2013 10 16 

Correction to spelling under item 3.4. – SPYC should be PSYC. 

MOTION: 
THAT APPC approve the 2013 10 16 minutes as amended. 
C. Slavik/M. Bos-Chan 
CARRIED 

3. BUSINESS 

3.1. Provost’s Report 

The selection process for the Director of Teaching and Learning is complete. The committee is 
pleased to announce Dr. Maureen Wideman will be joining UFV as the Director of Teaching and 
Learning as of January 1, 2014. Eric thanked Wendy Burton for her incredible service in 
establishing the office of Teaching and Learning and acknowledged her commitment to the 
scholarship of teaching and learning.   
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3.2. New Program – Engineering Physics Diploma in Mechatronics 

UFV currently offers only a one-year Engineering Transfer program, which means the 
Engineering Physics diploma in Mechatronics would be the first terminal credential offered in 
engineering at UFV. Research indicates that it will be a good qualification for those seeking 
employment in industry, and fit very well with existing UFV programs. Additionally, this program 
may also open up a path to further development of engineering programs at UFV. 

The Engineering Physics diploma in Mechatronics has nine new courses that have been created 
for this diploma, six of which have been given an ENGR (engineering) designation.  The 
remaining three new courses have been given a new course subject code, ENPH (engineering 
physics). 

MOTION: 
THAT APPC recommends Senate approve the new Engineering Physics Diploma in Mechatronics.  
S. Pattridge/J. English 
CARRIED 

MOTION: 
THAT APPC recommends Senate approve ENPH as a course subject code.  
S. Pattridge/J. English 
CARRIED 

3.3. Geography Program Review 

The Geography Department underwent a program review in 2013. The overall assessment of the 
Program Review Committee is that the department provides superior education and training for 
all students. Department strengths include its distinctive dedication to teaching, experiential and 
problem-based learning, its provision of multiple opportunities for local and international 
placements and internships and its promotion of outstanding teaching-research synergies. 
Geography’s faculty members are described as a high energy, qualified and experienced group. 
The reviewers were impressed by the substantial grants brought in for support of teaching and 
research activities, the department’s impressive array of connections with other universities and 
organizations, its dedication to service and its engagement with community issues. The 
department is noted for its distinctive holistic view of the discipline and for being at the 
forefront within UFV, and probably across Canada, in researching and developing learning 
outcome templates modified to specific courses. The department is described as fulfilling all 
aspects of the Strategic Plan and as being an exemplary university citizen. Challenges faced by 
the department were seen by the reviewers to result from a combination of the dedication and 
expectations of department members and UFV’s evolution as an institution. 

The department has followed up this external review with a concise and practical summary of 
actions, many of which have been implemented already. There were some clarifications made in 
regards to the recommendations around who is expected to do what actions.  

MOTION: 
THAT APPC accept the attached documentation related to the review of the Geography 
department as presented and recommend approval to Senate.  
N. Weinberg/J. English 
CARRIED 
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3.4. Program Changes  

3.4.1. Physics Major, Honours, and Minor in Science 

With the prospect of more students transferring into UFV from other institutions, the 
Department of Physics is strengthening its residency requirements with respect to 
upper-division classes for the minor, major, and honours programs. Additional courses 
and some course clarifications were also made to the major and honours programs. 
Requirements for students completing double majors with Physics and Biology, 
Chemistry, and Physical Geography were also amended.  

MOTION: 
THAT APPC recommends Senate approve the changes to the Physics major, Honours, 
and minor program requirements, effective May 2014. 
S. Pattridge/G. Palmer 
CARRIED 

3.4.2. Geography Honours in Arts 

The Geography Honours in Arts program, implemented in 2008, has had approximately 
a dozen students graduate from it. Since its implementation, many other students have 
completed independent studies research projects equivalent to, in some cases, the 
calibre of Honours research projects. The most significant barriers to completing the 
Honours degree remain time and cost of completion. Removing the extra 12 credits 
required for an Honours degree would help the department to organize more student 
research under the umbrella of the Honours program, and reward high-achieving 
students who cannot otherwise complete the additional coursework. Students will still 
be required to complete GEOG 354, GEOG 491 (or approved alternative), and GEOG 492 
or GEOG 493, and STAT 315 (BSc only), none of which are required for non-Honours 
students. 

This change was also recommended by the external reviewers involved in the 
departmental review 

MOTION: 
THAT APPC recommends Senate approve the changes to the Geography Honours in Arts 
program requirements, effective September 2014. 
S. Pattridge/M. Rhodes 
CARRIED 

3.4.3. Bachelor of Arts Residency Requirements 

The current Bachelor of Arts residency requirements refer to a specific number of 
credits. However, Arts programs vary in the number of credits they require. For 
example, some Arts courses are three credits and some are four credits. Using 
percentages will make the residency requirements easier to apply. 

MOTION: 
THAT APPC recommends Senate approve the changes to the Bachelor of Arts degree 
residency requirements, effective September 2014. 
S. Pattridge/J. Hogan 
CARRIED 
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3.5. APPC Member on the UEC Short Programs Subcommittee 

At UEC’s October meeting, it was decided that the membership and mandate of its Short 
Programs Subcommittee would be revised. The revised membership now asked for a member of 
APPC to be appointed by APPC.  

J. English volunteered to be the APPC representative on the UEC Short Programs Subcommittee.  

3.6. Adhoc Program Prioritization Subcommittee Progress Report 

The Adhoc Subcommittee outlined their recommendations on how to proceed with program 
prioritization. There was some discussion on different methods to use within the plan. It was 
thought that the Adhoc Subcommittee should continue its work as outlined in the memo 
presented.  

MOTION: 
THAT APPC moves to support the plan as outlined in the memo from the Adhoc Program 
Prioritization Subcommittee. 
M. Bos-Chan/J. MacLean 
CARRIED 

3.7. Adhoc Subcommittee on Inter-Faculty Course and Program Approval Process Report 

The Adhoc Subcommittee met and looked at two possibilities in dealing with cross-faculty 
program and course approvals: multi-Faculty curriculum committees and designating a primary 
Faculty for programs and courses. The subcommittee did recommend the latter option; 
however, there was still some discussion around whether this would be the best option and 
whether there were other options besides the two mentioned. There was not enough time to 
continue the discussion, the discussion on this topic will continue at a future APPC meeting.   

4. ADJOURNMENT and NEXT MEETING 

The meeting was adjourned at 4:30 pm.  

The next meeting is December 11, 2013, 2:30 – 4:30 pm, A225/229 

5. INFORMATION ITEMS 

5.1. APPC website: http://www.ufv.ca/senate/standing-committees/appc/ 
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UEC MEMORANDUM 
 

UEC Chair: 
Phone:  

 
UEC Assistant: 

Phone: 

Samantha Pattridge 
4177 
 
Ashley Hoogendoorn 
4571 

 
TO: Dr. Eric Davis, Academic Planning and Priorities Committee Chair 

FROM: Samantha Pattridge, Undergraduate Education Committee Chair 

DATE: November 26, 2013 

RE: Geography major concentration changes 

 
At its November 22, 2013 meeting, UEC voted to recommend the approval of the changes to the 
Geography major Environmental Science concentration (formerly Environmental Studies concentration), 
Global Studies concentration (formerly International Studies concentration), and Urban Studies 
concentration in Arts. UEC also voted to recommend the approval of the discontinuation of the 
Geography major Physical Geography concentration in Arts. UEC recommends that these items be 
recommended by APPC and approved by Senate. 
 
MOTION: 
THAT APPC recommends the approval of the changes to the Geography major Environmental Science 
concentration (formerly Environmental Studies concentration), Global Studies concentration (formerly 
International Studies concentration), and Urban Studies concentration in Arts, effective September 2014. 
 
MOTION: 
THAT APPC recommends the approval of the discontinuation of the Geography major Physical 
Geography concentration in Arts as presented, effective September 2014. 
 
RATIONALE: 
The Geography major concentrations are popular with students as they help to prepare for particular 
fields of work and study. However, the number of concentration has proven cumbersome from the 
standpoint of program revision, timetabling, and student scheduling.  
 
Following the external reviewers’ recommendations, the Geography department is proposing to 
streamline the existing concentrations from four options to three options, as follows: 

• Environmental Science concentration: a revision of the Environmental Studies concentration, 
with more coursework in Physical Geography required. 

• Global Studies concentration: a revision of the International Studies concentration, which will 
include a specific emphasis on development, culture, and environment. 

• Urban Studies concentration: carried forward from the previous structure. 
• Physical Geography concentration: discontinued. 

 
The three concentrations cover sufficient course selection in the department in order to ensure that these 
concentrations can be completed more easily than most of the existing options can be. Thus, while the 
number of options for students is being reduced, the means of meeting these concentrations’ 
requirements has been loosened.  
 
Please see the attached document for additional details. 
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SBC MEMORANDUM 
 

SBC Chair: 
Phone:  

 
SBC Assistant: 

Phone: 

Jackie Hogan 
4676 
 
Kasey Merritt 
4526 

 
TO: Dr. E. Davis, APPC Chair 

FROM: Trudy Archie, Senate Budget Committee Vice-Chair  

DATE: November 21, 2013 

RE: Geography BA Majors – Concentration Revision 

 
At its November 21, 2013 meeting, the Senate Budget Committee reviewed the Geography BA Majors – 
Concentration Revision Program proposed changes and confirms there are no budgetary implications. 
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       MEMO 

1 

 

To: Campus Wide Consultation (CWC) 

From: Michelle Rhodes, Head, Geography Department 

Date:  October 3, 2013 (revised October 16, 2013) 

Re: Concentration Revisions in Geography BA major   

 

Proposed: 

We are proposing the following changes to Geography programs: 

• Reduction in total number of concentrations from 4 to 3. (GIS concentration already 
approved for removal.) Physical Geography concentration is being removed. 

• Renaming / revision of Environmental Studies; to be called “Environmental Science” 
• Renaming/ revision of International Studies, to be called “Global Studies”  

Rationale: 

Geography’s concentrations have proven to be popular among our majors, with many students 
using these to prepare for particular fields of work and study. However, the number of them 
originally created—5—has proven cumbersome from the standpoint of program revision, 
timetabling, student scheduling, etc. One of the concentrations, in GIS, is already slated for removal, 
as it duplicates the certificate in GIS. 

Following the external reviewers’ recommendations, we have revisited the concentrations we have 
on the books, and are proposing to streamline our offerings from 4 down to 3 options. These are: 

• Environmental Science (a revision of our Environmental Studies concentration, with more 
coursework in Physical Geography required) 

• Global Studies (a revision of our International Studies to include specific emphases on 
development, culture, and environment) 

• Urban Studies (carried forward from previous structure) 

These three concentrations cover sufficient course selection in the department in order to ensure 
that these concentrations can be completed more easily than most of the existing options can be. 
Thus, while the number of options for students is being reduced, the means of meeting these 
concentrations requirements has been loosened. This is true at both the lower- and upper-levels of 
each. 

Budget Implications  

This streamlining of concentration options should improve flexibility of student enrolment, and ideally 
contribute to slightly higher fill rates in some classes.  

What consideration has been given to indigenizing the curriculum? 

While none of these concentrations focus on indigenization as a core area for consideration, two of the 
concentrations (Environmental Science and Global Studies) include courses with significant consideration 
of Indigenous issues and/or ways of knowing. These courses include, in Environmental Science, GEOG 311, 
312, 343, 447, and IPK 477. In Global Studies, these courses include: GEOG 311, 312, GEOG 343, and 447. 
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Program and Calendar Changes 
 
Note: The requirements below also reflect the inclusion of another new course—GEOG 103—which is ‘replacing’ GEOG 101 
and GEOG 102 in the coming years. This course will move through for approval at the same time as the Biogeography 
courses. 
 
Proposed Concentration #1: Environmental Science  
 
Lower-Level Credits: 32-34 

Course Title Credits 
One of:  4 
   GEOG 101 Weather and Climate  
   GEOG 102 Evolution of the Earth’s Surface  
   GEOG 103 The Physical Environment  
   GEOG 116 Introduction to Geology   
   

GEOG 111 Environmental Issues and Strategies 3 
 Or GEOG 140 Human Geography  

   

Two of:  8 
   GEOG 201 Introduction to Climatology  
   GEOG 202 Introduction to Geomorphology  
   GEOG 219 Biogeography  

   

One of:   3-4 
  GEOG 211 Environmental Science   
  GEOG 257/CMNS 
257 

Environment: Science and Communications   

  BIO 210 Introduction to Ecology   
   

GEOG 242 Economic Geography 3 
GEOG 252 Explanation in Geography: Quantitative Methods 4 
GEOG 253 Introduction to Geographic Information Systems 4 
One of: STAT 104, STAT 106, or PSYC 110 3-4 

 

Upper-level requirements: 32-34 credits 

Course Title Credits 
GEOG 353 Applications in GIS 4 
GEOG 433 Geography of Selected Regions 4 
12 credits of: GEOG 302, 303, 304, 307, 308, 315, 317, 318, 319, 

335, 402, 410, 417, 419, 453 
12 

8 credits of: GEOG 311, 312, 412, 447, and IPK 477 8 
   

One of:   4-6 
   GEOG 396 Canada Internship   
   GEOG 398 International Internship   
   GEOG 452 Field Methods and Techniques   
   GEOG 470 Field Studies in Geography  
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Concentration #2: Global Studies  

Lower-level requirements: 32-33 credits 

Course Title Credits 
One of:  4 
   GEOG 101 Weather and Climate  
   GEOG 102 Evolution of the Earth’s Surface  
   GEOG 103 The Physical Environment  
   GEOG 116 Introduction to Geology   
   

GEOG 111 Environmental Issues and Strategies 3 
 Or GEOG 140 Human Geography  
   

Two of:  8 
   GEOG 201 Introduction to Climatology  
   GEOG 202 Introduction to Geomorphology  
   GEOG 219 Biogeography  
   

GEOG 240 World Regional Geography 3 
   

GEOG 241 Social Geography   
 or GEOG 242 Economic Geography 3 
   

GEOG 252 Explanation in Geography: Quantitative Methods (see 
Note 1) 

4 

GEOG 253 Introduction to Geographic Information Systems 4 
One of: STAT 104, STAT 106, or PSYC 110 (see note 2) 3-4 

Note 1: One of STAT 104 (formerly MATH 104), STAT 106 (formerly Math 106), or PSYC 110 is required for GEOG 252; students 
should plan accordingly. 

Upper-level requirements: 30-34 credits 

Course Title Credits 
GEOG 433 Geography of Selected Regions 4 
4 credits: Physical geography (GEOG 302, 303, 304, 307, 

308, 315, 317, 318, 335, 402, 410, 417, 419) 
4 

8 credits of: Global Environmental Studies: GEOG 311, 312, 364, 
421 

8 

4 credits of: Cultural Studies: GEOG 314, 343, 346, 447 4 
4 credits of: Development Studies: GEOG 323, 340, 362, 466  4 
2-4 credits of: Electives in upper-level Geography 2-4 
   

One of:   4-6 
  GEOG 396 Canada Internship   
  GEOG 398 International Internship   
  GEOG 452 Field Methods and Techniques   
  GEOG 470 Field Studies in Geography   
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Concentration #3: Urban Studies 
Urban Studies concentration 

Lower-level requirements: 29-30 credits 

Course Title Credits 
One of:  4 
   GEOG 101 Weather and Climate  
   GEOG 102 Evolution of the Earth’s Surface  
   GEOG 103 The Physical Environment  
   GEOG 116 Introduction to Geology   

   

GEOG 111 Environmental Issues and Strategies 3 
 Or GEOG 140 Human Geography  

   

Two of:  8 
   GEOG 201 Introduction to Climatology  
   GEOG 202 Introduction to Geomorphology  
   GEOG 219 Biogeography  
GEOG 241 Social Geography 3 
  Or GEOG 242 Economic Geography  
GEOG 252 Explanation in Geography: Quantitative Methods (see 

Note 1) 
4 

GEOG 253 Introduction to Geographic Information Systems 4 
One of: STAT 104, STAT 106, or PSYC 110 3-4 

Note 1: One of STAT 104 (formerly MATH 104), STAT 106 (formerly Math 106), or PSYC 110 is required for GEOG 252; students 
should plan accordingly 

Note 2: One course of the following is recommended: BIO 106 or ANTH 225/SOC 225. 

Upper-level requirements: 30-32 credits 

Course Title Credits 
GEOG 433 Geography of Selected Regions 4 
4 credits of: Physical geography (GEOG 302, 303, 304, 307, 

308, 315, 317, 318, 335, 402, 410, 417, 419) 
4 

4 credits of: GEOG 360, 460, 464, 466 4 
4 credits of: GEOG 307, 314, 318, 362, or 364 4 
4 credits of: GEOG 344, 440; SOC 325/ANTH 325 4 
6-8 credits of: Electives in upper-level geography 8 
   

One of:   4-6 
   GEOG 396 Canada Internship   
   GEOG 398 International Internship   
   GEOG 452 Field Methods and Techniques   
   GEOG 470 Field Studies in Geography   
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Current Concentrations: 

Environmental Studies concentration 

Lower-level requirements: 32-33 credits 

Course Title Credits 
GEOG 101 Weather and Climate 4 
GEOG 102 Evolution of the Earth’s Surface 4 
 or GEOG 116 Introduction to Geology   
GEOG 140 Human Geography 3 
GEOG 201 Introduction to Climatology 4 
One of:   3-4 
GEOG 211 Environmental Science   
GEOG 257/CMNS 
257 

Environment: Science and Communications   

 or BIO 210 Introduction to Ecology   
GEOG 242 Economic Geography 3 
GEOG 252 Explanation in Geography: Quantitative Methods 4 
GEOG 253 Introduction to Geographic Information Systems 4 
One of: STAT 104, STAT 106, or PSYC 110 3-4 
   

Upper-level requirements: 31-37 credits 

Course Title Credits 
GEOG 311 Global Resources and the Environment 4 
GEOG 312 Political Ecology: Nature, Culture, and Place   
 or GEOG 343 Geography of Transitional Societies 4 
One course: Physical geography (GEOG 302, 303, 304, 307, 308, 

315, 317, 335, 402, 410, 417, or 419) 
4 

One course: GEOG 314, 315, 318, 353, 410, 411, 412, 417, 421, 
453, 454; ANTH 468/SOC 468; ECON 361; PHIL 318 

3-4 

GEOG 433 Geography of Selected Regions 4 
      
One of:   4-6 
GEOG 396 Global Development Studies: Canada Internship   
GEOG 398 Global Development Studies: International Internship   
GEOG 452 Field Methods and Techniques   
 or GEOG 470 Field Studies in Geography 4-5 
Elective(s) Geography 300/400-level course(s) 8-12 

 

International Studies concentration 

Lower-level requirements: 32-33 credits 

Course Title Credits 
GEOG 101 Weather and Climate 4 
GEOG 102 Evolution of the Earth’s Surface 4 
 or GEOG 116 Introduction to Geology   
GEOG 140 Human Geography 3 
GEOG 201 Introduction to Climatology   
 or GEOG 202 Introduction to Geomorphology 4 
GEOG 240 World Regional Geography 3 
GEOG 241 Social Geography   
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 or GEOG 242 Economic Geography 3 
GEOG 252 Explanation in Geography: Quantitative Methods (see 

Note 2) 
4 

GEOG 253 Introduction to Geographic Information Systems 4 
One of: STAT 104, STAT 106, or PSYC 110 (see note 2) 3-4 

Note 1: It is recommended that students also take one of the following: ANTH 102, 130, 220; GEOG 211, 233; HIST 115, 210, 
236, 265; LAS 200; POSC 260, 230, 290; SOC 205, 250. 

Note 2: One of STAT 104 (formerly MATH 104), STAT 106 (formerly Math 106), or PSYC 110 is required for GEOG 252; students 
should plan accordingly. 

Upper-level requirements: 30-32 credits 

Course Title Credits 
One course: Physical geography (GEOG 302, 303, 304, 307, 

308, 315,317, 335, 402, 410, 417, 419) 
4 

20 credits of: GEOG 311, 312, 314, 323, 340, 343, 346, 362, 364, 
447, 464, or 466 

4 

GEOG 433 Geography of Selected Regions 4 
One of:   4-6 
GEOG 396 Global Development Studies: Canada Internship   
GEOG 398 Global Development Studies: International Internship   
GEOG 452 Field Methods and Techniques   
 or GEOG 470 Field Studies in Geography  

Physical Geography concentration 

Lower-level requirements: 32-33 credits 

Course Title Credits 
GEOG 101 Weather and Climate 4 
GEOG 102 Evolution of the Earth’s Surface 4 
 or GEOG 116 Introduction to Geology   
GEOG 140 Human Geography 3 
GEOG 201 Introduction to Climatology   
 or GEOG 202 Introduction to Geomorphology (see Note 1) 4 
GEOG 211 Environmental Science 3 
 or GEOG 257/CMNS 
257 

Environment: Science and Communications   

GEOG 241 Social Geography   
 or GEOG 242 Economic Geography 3 
GEOG 252 Explanation in Geography: Quantitative Methods 

(see Note 2) 
4 

GEOG 253 Introduction to Geographic Information Systems 4 
One of: STAT 104, STAT 106, or PSYC 110 3-4 

Note 1: GEOG 202 is required for GEOG 302, 304, 402. 

Note 2: One of STAT 104 (formerly MATH 104), STAT 106 (formerly Math 106), or PSYC 110 is required for GEOG 252; students 
should plan accordingly. 

Upper-level requirements: 32-34 credits 

Course Title Credits 
GEOG 353 GIS Applications 4 
One course: Human geography (GEOG 311, 312, 314, 323, 340, 

343, 344, 345, 346, 354, 360, 362, 364, 411, 
4 
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412, 421, 440,443, 447, 460, 464, 466) 
16 credits of: GEOG 302, 303, 304, 307, 308, 315, 317, 335, 402, 

410, 417, 419, 453 
4 

GEOG 433 Geography of Selected Regions 4 
One of:   4-6 
GEOG 396 Global Development Studies: Canada Internship   
GEOG 398 Global Development Studies: International Internship   
GEOG 452 Field Methods and Techniques   
 or GEOG 470 Field Studies in Geography   

  
Urban Studies concentration 

Lower-level requirements: 35-36 credits 

Course Title Credits 
GEOG 101 Weather and Climate 4 
GEOG 102 Evolution of the Earth’s Surface 4 
 or GEOG 116 Introduction to Geology   
GEOG 140 Human Geography 3 
GEOG 241 Social Geography 3 
GEOG 252 Explanation in Geography: Quantitative Methods (see 

Note 1) 
4 

GEOG 253 Introduction to Geographic Information Systems 4 
Two of: GEOG 201, 202, 211 7-8 
One of: STAT 104, STAT 106, or PSYC 110 3-4 

Note 1: One of STAT 104 (formerly MATH 104), STAT 106 (formerly Math 106), or PSYC 110 is required for GEOG 252; students 
should plan accordingly 

Note 2: One course of the following is recommended: BIO 106 or ANTH 225/SOC 225. 

Upper-level requirements: 30-32 credits 

Course Title Credits 
One of: GEOG 360, 460, 464, 466 4 
One of: GEOG 314, 318, 362, or 364 4 
One of: GEOG 344, 440; SOC 325/ANTH 325 4 
One of: GEOG 303, 307, 308, 335, 317, 417, 419 4 
GEOG 433 Geography of Selected Regions 4 
One of:   4-6 
GEOG 396 Global Development Studies: Canada Internship   
GEOG 398 Global Development Studies: International Internship   
GEOG 452 Field Methods and Techniques   
 or GEOG 470 Field Studies in Geography   
Elective(s) Geography 300/400-level courses 4-8 
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UEC MEMORANDUM 
 

UEC Chair: 
Phone:  

 
UEC Assistant: 

Phone: 

Samantha Pattridge 
4177 
 
Ashley Hoogendoorn 
4571 

 
TO: Dr. Eric Davis, Academic Planning and Priorities Committee Chair 

FROM: Samantha Pattridge, Undergraduate Education Committee Chair 

DATE: November 26, 2013 

RE: Physical Geography Honours in Science 

 
At its November 22, 2013 meeting, UEC voted to recommend the approval of the changes to the 
Physical Geography Honours in Science program requirements. UEC recommends that this be 
recommended by APPC and approved by Senate. 
 
MOTION: 
THAT APPC recommends the approval of the changes to the Geography Honours in Science program 
requirements as recommended by UEC, effective September 2014. 
 
RATIONALE: 
The Physical Geography Honours in Science program, implemented in 2008, has had approximately a 
dozen students graduate from it. Since its implementation, many other students have completed 
independent studies research projects equivalent to, in some cases, the calibre of Honours research 
projects. The most significant barriers to completing the Honours degree remain time and cost of 
completion. Removing the extra 12 credits required for an Honours degree would help the department to 
organize more student research under the umbrella of the Honours program, and reward high-achieving 
students who cannot otherwise complete the additional coursework. Students will still be required to 
complete GEOG 354, GEOG 491 (or approved alternative), GEOG 492 or GEOG 493, and STAT 315 
(BSc only), none of which are required for non-Honours students. 
 
This change was also recommended by the external reviewers involved in the departmental review.  
 
Please see the attached document for additional details. 
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SBC MEMORANDUM 
 

SBC Chair: 
Phone:  

 
SBC Assistant: 

Phone: 

Jackie Hogan 
4676 
 
Kasey Merritt 
4526 

 
TO: Dr. E. Davis, APPC Chair 

FROM: Trudy Archie, Senate Budget Committee Vice-Chair  

DATE: November 21, 2013 

RE: BSc, Honours Physical Geography  

 
At its November 21, 2013 meeting, the Senate Budget Committee reviewed the BSc, Honours Physical 
Geography Program proposed changes and confirms there are no budgetary implications. 
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       MEMO 

1 

 

 

  

To:    Campus Wide Consultation 

From: Michelle Rhodes, Head, Geography Department 

Date:  20 August 2013 (updated October 25, 2013) 

Re: BSc, Honours Physical Geography Program 

 

 
Proposed 

We are requesting the following changes to the Honours Geography (BA) and Honours Physical 
Geography (BSc) course offerings: 

 Reduction of required credits to 120, from current 132 credits 
 Removal of ‘breadth’ requirement—additional 12 credits in a single discipline outside of 

Geography 
 
Rationale  

The Honours program in Geography has been in place since 2008. In that time, about a dozen 
students have graduated with an Honours in Geography designation, while many other students 
during this time have completed independent studies research projects equivalent to, in some cases, 
the calibre of Honours research projects. The most significant barriers to completing the Honours 
degree remain time and cost of completion. Removing the extra 12 credits required for an Honours 
degree would help the department to organize more student research under the umbrella of the 
Honours program, and reward high-achieving students who cannot otherwise complete the additional 
coursework. This change was also recommended by the external reviewers involved in the 
departmental review.  
 
Students will still be required to complete GEOG 354, GEOG 491 (or approved alternative), and 
GEOG 492 or GEOG 493, and STAT 315 (BSc only), none of which are required for non-Honours 
students. 
 

Budget Implications  
This change should reduce the cost of the program to both the student and the institution. By requiring 
fewer credits, the student is using fewer (subsidized) institutionally provided resources. It also reduces 
the possibility, albeit rare, that a student completing an Honours degree would complete both their 
Honours research projects (through Independent Studies) as well as other Independent Studies 
courses. The streamlined program change would funnel more of the student demand for research 
opportunities into the Honours structure.  
 

Institutional Learning Outcomes 

This program will continue to address multiple ILOs, namely Analyze Critically and Imaginative, 
Initiative Inquiries and Develop Solutions and Pursue Self-Motivated and Reflective Learning (through 
research design and completion); Engage in Respectful and Professional Practices (through 
collaboration with professionals in the field); and Contribute Regionally and Globally (#9).  

 
Timeline for Implementation 

The department is requesting this change to be available as soon as possible, and in time for the 2014-
15 (Fall) if not sooner. 
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Calendar Copy: BSc, Honours Geography 
 
 
 

Program requirements 

In addition to the requirements for the Bachelor of Science and for the Physical Geography 
major, Physical Geography Honours students will need to complete the following: 

1. 132 120 credits, including: 

 A minimum of 64 credits of Geography; 
 A breadth requirement of 3 upper-level courses (9-12 credits) to be completed in another Science 

discipline (biology, chemistry, CIS, computing science, mathematics, physics); and 
 GEOG 354. 
 STAT 315 

2. An original research project, completed as part of: 

 One of the following courses: GEOG 400G, 400J, 402, 410, 417, 458, or 491; and 
 GEOG 493. 

3. Minimum CGPA of 3.33. 

Research project 

Successful completion of a research project is required prior to graduation. This project is developed in 
consultation with a faculty supervisor and demonstrates a student’s advanced skills and knowledge in a 
given area of physical geography.  

Students will complete this project in two courses. In the first course, the student will design and collect 
data for their project. This will be completed as part of GEOG 491 (Honours Research Design and Data 
Collection), or an equivalent third-year internship or fourth-year research-intensive course approved by 
the department. Students will then register in GEOG 493 (Honours Research Project in Physical 
Geography/GIS) to complete the data analysis and project write-up. 

Each honours student will disseminate their research findings in a presentation to an academic audience 
(e.g. professional conference or department seminar) as well as through an academic research poster or 
alternative. Following project completion and presentation, the honours supervisor in consultation with a 
second reader, will assign a grade for GEOG 493. 

GPA requirement 

A CGPA of least 3.33 or higher, including the mark awarded for the final research project, must be 
attained in order for an honours designation to be awarded. 
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Program outline 

This section specifies the honours requirements only. Please refer to the Bachelor of Science section for 
information on additional requirements. 

Lower-level requirements: 49 credits 

Course Title Credits 

GEOG 101 Weather and Climate 4 
GEOG 102 Evolution of the Earth’s Surface 4 
 or GEOG 116 Introduction to Geology   
GEOG 140 Introduction to Human Geography 3 
GEOG 201 Introduction to Climatology 4 
GEOG 202 Introduction to Geomorphology 4 
GEOG 211 Environmental Science 3 
 or GEOG 
257/CMNS 
257 

Environment: Science and 
Communications 

  

GEOG 252 Explanation in Geography: 
Quantitative Methods 

4 

GEOG 253 Introduction to Geographic 
Information Systems 

4 

MATH 270/ 
STAT 270 

Introduction to Probability and 
Statistics 

4 

PHYS 101 Introductory General Physics: 
Mechanics and Fluids 

  

 or PHYS 111 Mechanics 5 
One pair of:   10 
BIO 111 Introductory Biology I   
and BIO 112 Introductory Biology II   
 or CHEM 113 Principles of Chemistry I   
and CHEM 
114 

Principles of Chemistry II 
 

Upper-level requirements: 52-5647-49 credits 

Course Title Credits 

Required:     
GEOG 353 GIS Applications 4 
GEOG 354 Approaches in Human Geography 4 
GEOG 433 Geography of Selected Regions 4 
GEOG 491 Honours Research Design and 

Data Collection (see Note 1) 
4 

GEOG 493 Honours Research Project in 
Physical Geography/GIS 

4 

STAT 315 
(formerly 
MATH 315) 

Applied Regression Analysis (see 
Note 2) 

3 

20 credits (five 
courses): 

Physical Geography, including at 
least one course at the 400-level: 
GEOG 302, 303, 304, 307, 308, 

420 
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315, 317, 335, 402, 410, 417, 419, 
453 

One of:   4-6 
GEOG 396 Global Development Studies: 

Canada Internship 
  

GEOG 398 Global Development Studies: 
International Internship 

  

GEOG 452 Field Methods and Techniques   
 or GEOG 470 Field Studies in Geography   
Plus:     
Electives Three upper-level science courses 

to be completed in a single 
discipline (i.e. biology, chemistry, 
CIS, computing science, 
mathematics, statistics, computer 
science, physics) (see Notes 4 and 
5) 

 

Note 1: Students are not required to complete GEOG 491 if they have already completed one of the following courses: 
GEOG 400G, 400J, 402, 417, 419, or 458. 

Note 2: Students choosing Mathematics or Statistics as their breadth requirement cannot include STAT 315 (formerly 

MATH 315) as one of their breadth courses. 

Note 32: Students planning to apply for a Bachelor of Science, Physical Geography Honours, with a view to pursuing 
graduate studies should expect, in consultation with their honours supervisor, to take any additional Mathematics courses 

deemed applicable to their area of study. 

Note 4: Students planning to apply for a Bachelor of Science, Physical Geography Honours, should consult carefully with a 
Science Advisor to ensure they satisfy any lower-level prerequisites required for the upper-level courses they expect to 

take to satisfy the breadth requirements. 

Note 63: No more than eight credits may be in directed studies/directed readings (GEOG 480, 482, 483, 484). 
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SBC MEMORANDUM 
 

SBC Chair: 
Phone:  

 
SBC Assistant: 

Phone: 

Jackie Hogan 
4676 
 
Kasey Merritt 
4526 

 
TO: Dr. E. Davis, APPC Chair 

FROM: Trudy Archie, Senate Budget Committee Vice-Chair  

DATE: November 21, 2013 

RE: Program Approval Policy 

. 
At its November 21, 2013 meeting, the Senate Budget Committee recommends APPC and UEC review 
the Program Approval Policy to ensure that planning and budget implications for cross-faculty 
collaboration are considered. 
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Themes Identified in External Review Committee Recommendations  
(UFV Program Reviews, 2009-2012) 

 
For APPC Discussion 

 
Services and supports for students, including: 

• Fostering student culture, including space for students  to gather and work together 
• Opportunities for co-operative and experiential learning, including study 

aboard/international experiences (Note: this relates to UFV ILO’s) 
• Mandatory advising at certain points in the student cycle 
• Library skills workshops 
• Mentoring opportunities (such as senior students mentoring lower level students) 

 
Enrolment management/program planning/scheduling (to improve retention; to improve 
movement through the program in a timely fashion;  to use resources effectively) 

• Develop competitive entry 
• Longer term planning with respect to scheduling and course offerings 
• Reviewing the potential for increased class sizes 
• Reviewing time-to-completion (including in relation to above points) 
• Have students declare their majors earlier 
• Engage in intensified student recruitment practices 

 
Organization of Programs and Courses 

• Programs could improve if there was more clarity around their mandate, purpose, 
and goals 

• Programs focus on their strengths, as opposed to doing-it-all.  In other words, 
programs should develop distinct signatures. 

• Streamline credentials – perhaps drop the Associate degrees, reduce or eliminate 
concentrations to make it easier for students to complete, cut costs, and reduce the 
number of unfilled seats 

• Undertake course mapping to reduce the number of options and overlaps in 
curriculum 

• Ensure current programming is current and innovative  
• Create more credentials: create concentrations to attract students 
• Create a core set of courses that run regularly; rotate specialized courses and don’t 

make them required 
• Reduce the number of courses that require highly specialized knowledge in favor of 

more general courses that more faculty can teach 
• Review pre-requisite structures to improve access to upper levels 
• Focus on undergraduate programs; wait to do graduate programs 
• Clarify how continuing studies relates to existing academic programs 

Assessment 
• Review grading practices (grade distributions) 
• Devise outcome assessment strategies 
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Delivery Models (particularly on-line learning) 
• Investigate development of on-line course committee within program areas 
• Consider student demand in developing on-line courses 
• Create hybrid courses 
• Consider on-line courses as a revenue strategy 

Diversity 
• Integrating Aboriginal, international, gender, culture, ethnicity (other?) threads 

within program curriculum 
 
Indigenization 

• Improve outreach to Aboriginal students 
• Consult more with communities 

 
Faculty  

• Mentoring of new faculty members, including sessional instructors 
• Consider thorough, more regular teaching reviews 
• Recognition of research/scholarly activity and of service; consider impact on re-

allocation of faculty obligations 
• Faculty should be encouraged to stay current and to be(come) connected to 

professional associations in their field/area (is current opportunity structure for 
professional development being utilized to the extent it should be?) 

• Increase support for department heads 
 
Physical Resources 

• Need for space for dedicated classrooms (including “smart classrooms”), 
laboratories, faculty offices, student gathering/study space, and storage spaces 

• Planning and budgeting for equipment acquisition and renewal 
 
Program Review process 

• Improve the program review process  
• Provide an orientation to the process 
• Evaluate the process 

 
 
8 May 2013 
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    MEMO 
 

To: Academic Planning and Priorities Members 

From: Eric Davis, Provost and Vice President, Academic 

Date: December 4, 2013 

Re: Common Program Review Recommendations 

Given the Core Review that the Ministry has mandated all Boards to initiate—to ensure that student seats 
are being filled, graduates have marketable skills (i.e., that our programs contribute to their “career 
success”),  that institutions “consider opportunities for realignment or reallocation of programs” and 
ensure actions/plans align with expected learning outcomes, that we look for “opportunities to 
collaborate with other public post-secondary institutions to minimize overlap and duplications,” and 
given that completion rates and time-to-graduation have become a Ministry priority—like everywhere 
else in the post-secondary world—and that in many places this is now tied to funding—in other words, 
we are very likely to shift from FTE- to performance-based funding (based on completion rates and timely 
graduation and grad numbers), it seems timely to revisit our discussion of common Program Review 
recommendations and focus on a few themes: the elimination of the proliferation of courses and 
programs, undertaking course mapping to reduce the number of options and overlaps in the curriculum, 
mandating departments to produce 3-year timetables and to put courses on a two- (maybe three-) year 
rotation.  This relates to APPC’s decision to require the Provost to “streamline our . . .  prerequisite and 
requirement rules.” 
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Executive Summary 
In 2009, the University of the Fraser Valley scored top marks among British Columbia 

universities in the Globe and Mail's Canadian University Report. In subsequent years, UFV 

placed first in B.C. in the categories of quality of teaching and learning, instructors' teaching 

style and academic counseling. In addition, UFV tied for first place in the categories of most 

satisfied students, student/faculty interaction, class size, career preparation, research 

opportunities, information technology and work-play balance. As a consequence many people at 

UFV started to ask what practices and policies were first producing and further supporting these 

results?  

To further understand these issues it was decided that a Student Engagement Plan should be 

developed to delve deeper into what was behind our high student ratings and how we could 

maintain and improve these ratings through future planning. Additional research was therefore 

necessary in order to add student voices to the discussion and to hear in their own words what 

experiences helped and hindered them at UFV.  

Representative focus groups were chosen to examine issues that shed light on four of the NSSE 

factors affecting student engagement. This includes student-faculty interaction, enriching 

educational experiences (centering on co-curricular involvement), active and collaborative 

learning and the supportive campus environment. The fifth factor of academic challenge was 

beyond the scope of student participant experience and therefore was not included. This report 
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details the responses we received in these four areas and makes several recommendations for 

future action.  

38 students were recruited and agreed to attend a focus group to discuss their experiences. A 

standardized focus group protocol, including the questioning line (see Appendix A), was 

developed by the leadership group (see Appendix B). The questions were specifically designed 

to allow for open discussion to afford the opportunity for the respondents to provide untainted 

expressions that were important to them and potentially free of researcher bias.  

All the focus group interviews were recorded and later transcribed. Analysis of the transcribed 

data was conducted using NVivo software that facilitated a constant comparative method through 

coding. This allowed us to categorize student responses and discern patterns.  

Student-Faculty Interaction 
When asked what was the best part of their experience at UFV, students overwhelming 

responded that the relationships and interaction they had with faculty was most important. It was 

striking to hear how meaningful and central this connection was to student participants. Many 

students characterized their experience with instructors in two main ways. The first was how 

helpful instructors were to students and the second was the level of caring that instructors 

demonstrated. Student participants also identified two main factors that facilitated interaction as 

small class sizes and the accessibility of the instructor. 

Enriching Educational Experiences 
Participating in the life of a university campus by attending events and engaging in co-curricular 

opportunities was identified by NSSE as an important factor that fostered engagement and 

belonging among university students. Students in the focus groups who did participate in co-
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curricular events did so for three main reasons. The first was to meet new friends and find 

community on campus. The second motivation was to learn something new or to gain experience 

for future careers goals. The third motivation mentioned was that students received incentives 

such as food and prizes. 

Students participants in the focus groups who did not attend events or get involved in co-

curricular activities discussed how a lack of time due to coursework, commuting and family 

and/or work obligations kept them busy. The culture of the commuter campus (where people just 

come for class and then leave) along with a lack of a sense of community and apathy among 

students were also cited as factors that could not be easily solved. 

Active and Collaborative Learning 
When asked to discuss what assignments and activities were most effective or powerful for their 

learning, student participants discussed three main types including applied (research) 

assignments, research with instructors, and community involvement. A minor theme of co-

operative experience1 was also notable. Meaningful involvement and making a difference both 

personally and for others seemed to tap into the passion of why education matters to students 

across different disciplines. 

Supportive Campus Environment 
An important part of student experience is the campus environment. While a wide range of 

facilities, services and supports are available at UFV campuses, students focussed their attention 

on immediate support and resources they felt they needed. In particular, many students 

                                                           
1 This is a minor theme due to only 13% of sample having taken part in co-op at UFV. 
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mentioned the support and services they received from advising, media services, the library and 

Math and Writing Centres. In regards to advising, student participants were divided in their 

experience. Some were disappointed and complained that they were given incorrect information 

which hindered their academic progress. Other students spoke about how advising really helped 

them make good decisions and changed their lives. 

Additional Challenges 
The general consensus in the focus groups was that by far the worst, most frustrating aspects of 

UFV campus experience was the registration process, the long waitlists and the timing of when 

schedules are released (this refers to class schedules and exam schedules). In addition parking, 

the U-Pass, SUS fees and over-regulation were also seen by many participants as problematic. 

Key Directions 
The focus groups served to both reveal some of the underlying issues related to areas of the 
student experience and may lead to further discussion. In particular, UFV may want to address: 

• Ways to reach commuter students and form a connection. Some suggested providing 
coffee at pay parking stations as well as information about programs, services and events.   

• Build on the success of mentorship programs where they exist 
• Quality of service across the divisions and across food services operations 
• Review (perhaps to reform) the regulations about food and alcohol service by student and 

dept groups 
•  Investigate ways to keep small class sizes but reduce waitlists (through additional 

sections) especially for required courses in programs  
• Messaging to encourage co-curricular participation and institutional pride 
• Enhanced and consistent, two-way, communication between the University and its 

students. (IM, text messages, etc). 
• Encourage student research and community grounded assignments across the curriculum 
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Introduction 

Context 
 

In 2009, the University of the Fraser Valley scored top marks among British Columbia 

universities in the Globe and Mail's Canadian University Report. In subsequent years, UFV 

placed first in B.C. in the categories of quality of teaching and learning, instructors' teaching 

style and academic counseling. In addition, UFV tied for first place in the categories of most 

satisfied students, student/faculty interaction, class size, career preparation, research 

opportunities, information technology and work-play balance. As a consequence many people at 

UFV started to ask what practices and policies were first producing and further supporting these 

results? The assumption being that UFV should continue to encourage these practices and 

policies, and to make sure they flourished especially at a time of tight budgets and as many of the 

experienced faculty moved into retirement. 

As staff, faculty and administrators we know that engaging students in our institutions in 

multiple positive ways helps them to remain with us, learn more effectively, enjoy their student 

experience, and prepare for life outside of higher education. The National Survey for Student 

Engagement (NSSE) has identified five areas that affect level of student engagement. These 

include level of academic challenge; active and collaborative learning; student-faculty 

interaction; enriching educational experiences; and supportive campus environment.  
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To further understand these issues it was decided that a Student Engagement Plan should be 

developed to delve deeper into what was behind our high student ratings and how we could 

maintain and improve these ratings through future planning. Additional research was therefore 

necessary in order to add student voices to the discussion and to hear in their own words what 

experiences helped and hindered them at UFV. Representative focus groups were chosen to 

examine issues that shed light on four of the NSSE factors affecting student engagement. This 

includes student-faculty interaction, enriching educational experiences (centering on co-

curricular involvement), active and collaborative learning and the supportive campus 

environment. The fifth factor of academic challenge was beyond the scope of student participant 

experience and therefore was not included. This report details the responses we received in these 

four areas and makes several recommendations for future action.  

Student Experience Focus Groups  
 

The collection of student experiences was executed over several weeks in October and 

November 2012. The project was led by Drs. Elizabeth Dennis and Katherine Watson with the 

assistance of Victoria Bryce. A sampling frame of 153 students was constructed by Institutional 

Research and stratified by Program (Arts, Science (including KPE) and Mixed (Health, Social 

Work, Business and CYC). Only degree students with a cumulative GPA of at least 2.67 (C+) 

and who had finished at least 60 credits as of the Summer of 2012 were included. This ensured a 

fair representation of all programs and of those students who are third or fourth year with a C+ 

average.  

Students on this list were each contacted by email asking if they would be willing to participate 

in the focus groups. Several days later all students who had not responded were sent follow-up 
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emails and phone calls. 38 students were recruited and agreed to attend a focus group to discuss 

their experiences. The response rate was 24.8% which is low overall, but relatively high given 

that student response rates are often between 5-15% as reported by Institutional Research staff. 

An incentive of a $10 Starbucks card and a chance at winning $500 no doubt helped to increase 

student interest in the project. Over a three week period in October and November of 2012, 6 

focus groups took place involving 38 students. Each group had between 3-10 students and lasted 

60-90 minutes.  

A standardized focus group protocol, including the questioning line (see Appendix A), was 

developed by the leadership group (see Appendix B). The questions were specifically designed 

to allow for open discussion to afford the opportunity for the respondents to provide untainted 

expressions that were important to them and potentially free of researcher bias. Questions were 

also designed to allow students from different programs and disciplines the opportunity to speak 

about their specific experiences in regard to campus life, curriculum and teaching and learning 

issues. The protocol was field-tested and refined based on feedback from the test group 

participants.  

Victoria Bryce was trained as the group facilitator for the project. As an alumni of UFV, she was 

familiar with the various issues but she was unlikely to know the student participants thus 

protecting their confidentiality. She also provided a consistency to the interviews which 

embedded the standardized protocol. Confidentiality of participants was further maintained by 

use of first names only during the group interview. In the transcript participants were only 

identified by letters.  
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All the focus group interviews were recorded and later transcribed. Analysis of the transcribed 

data was conducted using NVivo software that facilitated a constant comparative method through 

coding. This allowed us to categorize student responses and discern patterns. Quotations from 

students throughout the report have been selected not necessarily as typical or representative but 

as the most illustrative of the issues raised. Inevitably, participants made comments that reveal a 

lack of awareness for programs, services and interventions already in place.  

Student-Faculty Interaction  
 

 "I actually think the interaction with teachers is the best thing we’ve got here". 

 

When asked what was the best part of their experience at UFV, students overwhelming 

responded that the relationships and interaction they had with faculty was most important. It was 

striking to hear how meaningful and central this connection was to student participants. Many 

students characterized their experience with instructors in two main ways. The first was how 

helpful instructors were to students and the second was the level of caring that instructors 

demonstrated. Student participants also identified two main factors that facilitated interaction as 

small class sizes and the accessibility of the instructor. 

The first important theme was the level of helpfulness that students perceived an instructor to 

offer. This manifested itself either internally on campus and/or externally in the community.  

Internally, help was often characterized as a willingness on part of the instructor to assist a 

student to learn or deal with curriculum material if they were struggling.  

 " They want you to succeed". 
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Externally, instructors' level of helpfulness outside of the classroom, were seen in introducing 

students to new social networks in the community, providing references and possible future 

career prospects. Although the external aspect was mentioned with less frequency than the 

internal help, it was seen by many as a key component.   

 "I like the networking and the community a lot of the professors here work in this 
community or are really close by so there’s a lot of networking into the community... I have job 
prospects..." 

The second theme was the perception of how much an instructor cared. This manifested itself in 

two ways. The first is caring about the students in regard to student interests, goals and learning. 

The second manifestation is how much instructors were perceived to care about the material 

being taught and if they had a passion for the subject.  

 "I think the teachers here, they enjoy their jobs and they have a passion for it and so 
many of them will take time out of the class to help". 

 

By far the greatest factor identified by participants as influencing student-faculty interaction was 

class size. Many students discussed how much easier it was to interact because faculty knew who 

they were. Small classes create connections which allowed students to seek help. Ultimately 

smaller classes facilitate faculty caring as they could come to know student interests and goals 

thus allowing faculty to introduce students to community social networks.  

 "It’s just been really, really awesome, and because the class sizes are small I think that it 
allows for... a really good relationship. I really respect a lot of my Profs, and feel respected by 
them often too." 

 "I think that the small classes really help... your Professor really knows who you are, so 
you can just go up to them anytime and they can just kind of help you along". 
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Accessibility was another factor mentioned as facilitating student-faculty interactions. Many 

students expressed the importance of being able to reach faculty through email and during office 

hours. Though not all took advantage of available times to meet, many thought it was crucial that 

there was some way to connect. 

 "It’s cool that they’re doors are always wide open". 

 "The best part is the teachers and the accessibility of and to your staff and the 
relationships you build and within your department the relationships you build with the students 
is great too". 

 "Being able to build the relationship with the teacher I think that’s really important to me 
and it’s ok, they want you in their class, they’re not just like this blank face in a big lecture hall... 
I have teachers that remember me from like three years ago which is really nice because then 
you’re just kind of like, Oh I’m part of this school". 

 

Student-faculty interaction creates connections and engagement. It is facilitated by small class 

sizes and faculty accessibility, caring and helpfulness. 

Enriching Educational Experiences 

 Co-Curricular Involvement 
Participating in the life of a university campus by attending events and engaging in co-curricular 

opportunities was identified by NSSE as an important factor that fostered engagement and 

belonging among university students. At UFV many students choose not to participate in various 

events and opportunities and therefore may be missing out on the various benefits that come with 

full participation. The focus groups participants were asked if they participated, what motivated 

them if they did, and what kept them from being involved if they did not attend.  
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 Types of Involvement 
The types of events and co-curricular that student participants attended were varied. Many of 

them participated in athletics including soccer, rowing, basketball and volleyball. Several others 

participated in department student associations and clubs such as Accounting, Geography, 

Criminology, Social Work, Physics, Kinesiology, and Pre-Medical. In addition several 

participants were involved in campus-wide groups including SOLAR (outdoors club) and the 

SLG (Supported Learning Group) program or had attended campus events such as Pancake 

breakfasts or BBQs.  Several participants also indicated that they had held one or more work 

study jobs on campus. Most however, stated that they did not attend or participate for a variety of 

reasons. 

 Motivation 
Students in the focus groups who did participate in co-curricular events did so for three main 

reasons. The first was to meet new friends and find community on campus. 

 "I went to the pancake breakfasts in the morning, we’d all get up and go over there, and 
even living in residence there’s big study rooms and you can all get together with all of your 
friends and go and set up camp for the day and all go and make dinner and then all come back to 
the study room, and that was kind of nice". 

  "I’ve joined the SOLAR club. It’s outdoor activities. And it seems like every weekend, it’s 
off campus- but every weekend I feel like I have a huge new group of friends. You know, I go 
home and I have 20 friend requests and they’re tagging pictures, and people –now I have friends 
from all over the world". 

 

The second motivation was to learn something new or to gain experience for future careers goals.  

 

 "With SLG it’s like, the whole goal of the program is to teach people how to learn to it’s 
been amazing for my grades, my learning in general it’s taught me how to think from different 
angles and it’s kind of a unique program because that’s kind of the whole focus is teaching 
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people how to learn so yeah of course it’s been good for that and then the other ones I’ve been in 
have just been networking for my career opportunities I think and not so much learning". 

 "Sports actually helps with my job, it actually helps with my planning, I remember sitting 
in an interview with the partner and they were like wow, you train 20 hours a week and you still 
get these grades... they look at work/life... so being involved in sports was great because it also 
teaches you teamwork and leadership..". 

 "Best things I ever did for myself at the university was get involved in the Accounting 
club because that’s pretty much or one of the reasons I have a job after I’m done so yeah, good 
experience". 

The third motivation mentioned was that students received incentives such as food and prizes. 

One student also mentioned that being involved was a good way to "de-stress" so that it "takes 

your mind off all the exams and all the papers you need to write. It’s nice, not having to worry 

about school every single minute of the day". 

 Barriers 
Students participants in the focus groups who did not attend events or get involved in co-

curricular activities discussed how a lack of time due to coursework, commuting and family 

and/or work obligations kept them busy.  

 "I haven’t really participated in much of the events that go on, mostly because here I’m 
trying to do, balance school and work and just a regular home life and it’s just a little too 
difficult, if you’re carpooling out and have to worry about schedule". 

 "I’m from Maple Ridge, so the commute isn’t- it’s just not worth it, for me, it’s like 45 
minutes or something and I think it’s one of the issues compared to- our school compared to 
others". 

 "I’m just so busy with like other things in life that like, I don’t really think of school 
things as a priority, honestly I’m not really that interested, I’ve never really even heard of many 
things I’m not sure how they get it out to people if its through emails or myUFV or whatever, 
maybe I just don’t pay attention to it, and I guess my friends that I hang out with aren’t involved 
in it either". 

Some of the student participants who did get involved offered a few alternative explanations as 

to why most UFV remain uninvolved. 
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 "I don’t really have any concrete answers but I think that’s where it kind of all stems 
from... that people are too passive, people don’t care". 

 "I don’t understand the attitude that a lot of students have. They’re paying to be here, 
they should want to be here they want to get the education, but it seems like they make no effort. 
And I’m not sure how to change that, I’m joining KPESA and I’m trying to get more people 
involved, so I guess that’s my solution". 

 "The reason you have all the same people coming out to all your events, is cuz there’s no 
sense of community..." 

The culture of the commuter campus (where people just come for class and then leave) along 

with a lack of a sense of community and apathy among students were cited as confounding 

factors that could not be easily solved. 

Active and Collaborative Learning 
 

When asked to discuss what assignments and activities were most effective or powerful for their 

learning, student participants discussed three main themes of applied (research) assignments, 

research with instructors, and community involvement. A minor theme of co-operative 

experience2 was also notable. 

Applied (Research) Assignments 
 Whether in Psychology or Physics, Criminology or Kinesiology, Business or Biology, the 

students who spoke about effective assignments pointed to applied research projects in the 

classroom. Originality, creativity and passion were mentioned as motivating students to take on 

big projects and to feel like they were part of the academic discussion in their area. 

 "I got to do my own research and basically we were given like a blank card of whatever you 
want to run as long as it’s ethical and[you] can do it in a university setting... and so wanting to 

                                                           
2 This is a minor theme due to only 13% of sample having taken part in co-op at UFV. 
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be a teacher I did it on restorative environments. Reading all the research on children and stuff 
it was really interesting, even though my results didn’t really build off of it or find anything 
substantial it was just really interesting to run my own experiment..." 

"It was just so interesting to be able to create our own project and really build off that and 
create something, and by the end I had this massive project that I’d created and it was really 
cool, you know, it felt so applicable to what you would actually do in a job, so you know, in that 
sense I felt like that was a really great project and a great class". 

 

Student participants also pointed to the importance of choice and/or options in research 

assignments, while others mentioned the importance of working as research assistants for 

instructors outside of courses.  

"When you do have the option to do something you’re passionate about underneath whatever it 
is you’re studying, there’s always the ones you take something away from because you’re like I 
want to study this anyways, that's why I’m here, it makes that assignment more effective and you 
usually do better on them".  

"The research I did with the professor, I was able to use in an independent studies course I did 
this summer... so that really prepared me for another course, and helped me develop the 
research skills that I need in other classes too, so they’ve all been very helpful". 

"Well I was a research assistant to one of my Professors all summer. I got paid to come here 
every day and to learn Physics, and to work closely with one of my Professors in doing a real 
project and a real up and coming thing, and myself and a couple other research assistants have 
now, we’re able to go to a bunch of different conferences that are coming up". 

"My experience here has been amazing, because I’ve actually had the opportunity to work on 
research projects with the teachers and so that’s opened a lot of doors for me, and I think most 
of my expectations have been exceeded". 

Clearly the choice of participating in original research work though challenging is greatly valued 

by students and should be further encouraged. 

Community Grounded Assignments 
Another strong theme that emerged from the focus groups was about the importance of 

assignments that involved some form of local ( eg. Abbotsford, Fraser Valley, British Columbia) 

community connection. This connection may take the form of local problems, issues and/or 
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groups activities and knowledge. Those who commented emphasized the skills they learned and 

the importance of making a difference through their own practice. 

"I had one course that was a “Community Arts Practice” and it was a Visual Arts course and the 
whole course we were just designing a mural for this elementary school’s gym, so we were 
working over there once a week all day It was cool getting out into the community and actually 
doing something". 

"In Social Work we have to go out into the community and bring that back into the assignment, 
so one of the ones I had to do is go to an aboriginal community center, and it’s was a policy one 
so that was really good because it actually really is something that is valuable to know? A lot of 
assignments like papers you forget about them right after you’ve written them, so going out into 
the community and finding out valuable resources I think has been really helpful". 

"In the Nursing program.. it was for a public health rotation, and you got to do a community 
assessment so you had to find the resources and actually go out to the community and ask 
questions and talk with families. It was very interactive, and of course that’s one of the skills you 
need to do as a nurse is get to know people you don’t know. It really made you develop your own 
relationships with different people in the community. It was very active". 

"In a communications class we were debating and bringing up local issues, it was kind of the end 
of the Olympics at the time [and] homeless issue was a big thing and there was a lot of people in 
class complaining about the issue and stuff.  I go, “you can’t complain unless you have a 
solution” so it was kind of a challenge for me so I came up with a business- a viable business 
model to make to address the issues of homelessness and to address the issue like you can study 
and all that stuff but to actually make a profit from it, I actually came up with a model and I’m 
actually probably going to execute it". 

 
"It was Sto:lo history so it was our entire year project was, so because we’re supposed to be 
developing the mind of- having more of an aboriginal culture kind of thing. So it was like a one 
semester long project and we had to get to know a Sto:lo person and interview them through the 
semester and then comprise a presentation paper at the end of the semester about anything they 
wanted to talk about. The Prof was like I don’t want you go to there and ask them specific 
questions, I want you to go and I want you to let them talk and let them create your research for 
you. So that was really eye-opening. I liked that a lot, because it was really personal". 

Attention to active learning and local issues was significant for many of the student participants. 

Meaningful involvement and making a difference both personally and for others seemed to tap 

into the passion of why education matters to students across different disciplines. 
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Co-Op Positions 
In addition to the major themes of applied research and community grounded assignments, a few 
of the student participants also discussed the importance to their learning and to their future job 
prospects by having a co-operative job position This is classified as a minor theme because only 
five comments were made by different students in regards to co-op.  

"I did Co-op, and until you’re sitting in front of an actual file- there’s so many times I was sitting 
in class with my co-workers from Hope and was like I did this subject in school and they’re like 
yeah I know, so did I, did it here. It’s like you get the kind of theory behind it, you have to know 
how to do journal entries and look up stuff but really, completely different at work. I guess that 
was why Co-op, was brilliant". 

 
"So I’ve had an 8 month Co-op placement with the Ministry of Agriculture as a GIS technician, 
so in a sense that I’m able to use- without my education, I would not have been able to get that 
job. And I’m loving it". 

Although not many student participants were involved in the co-op program, those who were 

seemed pleased with the experience as they were able to connect their education with their future 

careers.  

Supportive Campus Environment 

Support 
An important part of student experience is the campus environment. While a wide range of 

facilities, services and supports are available at UFV campuses, students focussed their attention 

on immediate support and resources they felt they needed. In particular, many students 

mentioned the support and services they received from advising, media services, the library and 

Math and Writing Centres.  

"Lots of great facilities on campus like there’s media services, and there’s math help, writing 
help places". 

"I went to the Writing Center once, I found it hard to get the attention of someone because they 
had so many people to go back and forth from, but it was a good experience, it’s easy to get to". 
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"The hours are pretty good if I need to go to the library or if I need to print something I can go to 
the print room. I feel really comfortable with the different departments, I think that’s- it’s 
encouraged me to stay taking courses here".  

"The writing center that is great-they were so helpful. They-she took a paper from me and 
showed me how to re-organize it and I went up a whole grade level just in one paper. I was so 
impressed". 

Others mentioned disability services as helpful but at times difficult to navigate while another 

student said there was not enough resources devoted to disabled students.  

"I’ve got the disability part, and the school is saying,  “Oh, we’ve got so much for disability” but 
there really isn’t a lot of support, I feel like I’m a blinded student running along behind 
everybody who is able-bodied and I don’t see the things so I trip on them and then I’m busy 
trying to get back up and get going, and the school just keeps on going. There’s no stopping".  

Advising 
 

"That was my attitude when I first came here I was like, 'Oh I don’t need an advisor, I know 
everything'". 

 
In regards to advising, student participants were divided in their experience. Some were 

disappointed and complained that they were given incorrect information which hindered their 

academic progress.  

 
"I think that’s where business is lacking a lot, you go ask for help, for people other than profs 
and there’s like no support, they don’t really know what’s going on, they’re just there to push 
you through the courses, instead of actually figure out what my end goal is- which is a career, 
not just to get a degree, so".  

"I did have a bad experience with advisors actually just in general, in general advising. I went in 
and didn’t really- this was before I started my diploma, I didn’t really know what I wanted to do- 
went in, she basically told me to go on those websites where you do those career things? Yeah 
like I was, I mean, I left with a bunch of websites to go onto. And I’m like, that was so ineffective, 
I don’t know, that’s kind of what encouraged me to keep going, because I kind of want to be an 
advisor now so that I can actually make a difference, and answer students’ questions and help 
them". 

"I’ve heard it happen to- recently to two friends, somehow the program department or the 
counselor mis-calculated their, degree requirements. I’ve heard that twice in the past semester, 
they were like, 'Oh, you need three more'". 
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"I talked with multiple other students who are not aware of some classes and people who are 
planning their graduation and not being able to graduate because they found out that semester, 
“oh sorry, you’re actually missing something” and having to wait, and graduating later than 
expected I would not be happy"! 

 
Other students spoke about how advising really helped them make good decisions and changed 

their lives. 

 
"Initially I was a Psychology major, Crim extended minor, um I met with an academic counselor 
and she totally helped me feel confident in re-directing what I wanted to do, and now thanks to 
her, I want to get my PDP from SFU or UBC and then eventually I want to get my masters in 
Educational Counseling and it's just great that she had the ability to affect my decision". 

"I think that if I didn’t have a good academic counselor, or like the good counselors we have 
here, I may not have had the same experience? I don’t know I’m not too sure. I don’t really have 
anything to compare it to, yeah it definitely affected me very positively, now every Friday I’m 
volunteering in a grade 8 class all day working with kids and it’s great, it’s exactly what I want 
to do, so it was kind of thanks to the UFV advisors". 

 
"I don’t think people realize just how helpful the advisors are, though. Like the class that I’m 
helping for SLG this year it’s this new Arts 100 class and its completely new so the teacher’s 
actually had all the arts advisors come in and they made everyone in their class sign up to go to 
this orientation with them, which is awesome but just kind of like half of them were like, 'what’s 
an arts advisor' and they had no idea and it’s like, trust me you’re going to love those people 
when it’s like two years down the road". 

 
The mixed response of student participants may indicate that better communication with students 

is necessary as some miscommunication and misunderstanding is apparent. Those who do have a 

good rapport with advisors recognize their importance at UFV.  
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Challenging Aspects of Campus Life 
 

"The freaking signing up for classes is the most horrible experience of your life". 

 

The general consensus in the focus groups was that by far the worst, most frustrating aspects of 

UFV campus experience was the registration process, the long waitlists and the timing of when 

schedules are released (this refers to class schedules and exam schedules).  

Students overall were unhappy that they often could not get into courses they needed because 

they were not offered frequently enough and when offered there were never enough seats. This 

lead to long waitlists, uncertainty and anxiety.  

"I’m fourth year and I was wait-listed for all four classes I’m taking right now. I’m in my last 
year of university, you know how many people are in these four classes? I was shocked at being 
waitlisted" 

"I mentioned before how people are getting into the program but are not able to get into the 
classes because they’re not big enough so to solve that either don’t let as many people in, or 
open up more classes". 

"One challenging part is trying to figure out your program so you get the classes when you need 
them, some of them are literally only offered once a year so you might be waiting a whole 
semester or a whole year and take what you need, I know I’ve had those and I know some 
students have had to graduate later because they’re waiting for classes". 

"In my upper level courses there’s like 40 kids standing around the room because they don’t 
have seats and its crazy because all these people need these courses, right? But they just fill up 
so quickly and they only offer one section? So maybe offering more sections of courses could be 
something that they could work on". 
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"Psych 250 is like that- it’s needed for 3 different degrees and they offer it once and its all 
reserved seating- like half of its reserved and none of it is more social work so they’ve basically 
told me to go and pester my department to fund more of their things so they can reserve more 
seating for us and I don’t feel that’s my job as a student to get involved with that". 

 

One student however did acknowledge the problem of wanting small class sizes but not wanting 

waitlists: 

"I really like the small classes, so there’s got to be a way..and the way the university’s designed, 
it was a college originally right, so they built the small classes, and I really want that to stay, so 
you have to balance off the wait list problem with the size of the classes because I think the 
classroom size is very beneficial to learning". 

 

Another issue that was raised by several student participants was when exam and class schedules 

are released. The consensus was that it was quite late making it difficult to plan both their 

academic and personal lives. 

"We don’t find out until November when the next classes are going to be. And then by the time 
they go through the whole registration process (why does it take so long?) there are no seats left 
in required courses. They do the same thing every semester". 

"The exam schedule [is a problem]. Every Professor says, “oh don’t book your vacation until we 
know your exam schedule”, well we don’t- know our schedules- it comes out a month maybe 
before exams. How are you supposed to book a vacation? 

"And it’s just a teaser that it said online, “Winter Timetable Coming Soon”, since September.  I 
have been checking daily since September! So it would be very nice to have that up sooner".  

Other Challenges at UFV 
Besides the challenges of getting into classes and planning, many student participants also raised 

other problems that they found frustrating. The first was parking. A predictable complaint at a 

commuter campus is that not enough parking spots exist for students.  

"4 years later if I don’t have an 8:30 class, I can’t find parking spot. And it is stressful, you have 
to come like so early to find a spot. Even though I’m paying $130 dollars for a parking pass, I’m 
not guaranteed a spot". 
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"Parking issue and having to pay for it... because the transit system is to poor and essentially 
useless, especially when you come from outlying areas you gotta come here and you gotta pay 
for the parking, and I know that it generates money from the university but we’ve already paid 
for the courses". 

However, what was not predictable was that a few students were unhappy that parking spaces 

were being taken by people attending events at the Abbotsford Entertainment and Sports Centre. 

"It makes me absolutely sick that our school pimps out our parking to the events center".  

"In the middle of the night and it’s winter and you get to class, and you get a parking spot like 
and you have to walk through some dark bushes like all the way around campus in the dark 
because someone bought your spot that you would normally pay 2 dollars for"? 

 
Not only are students competing with each other for the coveted parking spots but now they 

compete with people who do not even attend UFV. This parking discussion often lead to further 

dialogue about transit as being very poor in the Fraser Valley. This in turn brought up the U-Pass 

and Student Union Society fees.  

"Paying the student association fees and the, like for me I don’t get any value from paying it, I 
should be- you should be allowed to opt out. Just to get out of the health insurance I have my 
home health insurance, I don’t need them, and it’s none of their business that I prove to them 
that I have my own health insurance, but it’s like little things like that it’s like parking fees, 
student association, they always have their hand in your pocket, right"?  

"I don’t see them doing anything political I don’t see the money- it doesn’t justify the money to 
get hot dogs and band, like I don’t want to pay my student fee here, I’m a mature student, I’m in 
and out of the campus, I have nothing to do with the student fees, I don’t want to pay that". 

"There’s the lovely U-pass, um being a commuter student and being a co-op student I’m 
physically not on campus I’m working full time and I still have to pay for it even though I cannot 
use it from where I have to drive from. That’s another thing about UFV that kind of bugs me, 
there’s almost no way to opt out of it even if you have a logical way to opt out". 

 
In addition to these frustrating aspects several students who were involved in student 

associations, clubs and athletics complained that the regulations around having parties and 
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serving alcohol for fund raising and creating a sense of community reflected overzealous 

prohibition.  

"I feel like there’s a lot of groups out there, a lot of people putting in the effort to come to these 
events, but there’s a lot of regulation going on, on what you can and can’t do, so we can’t hold a 
party on campus. Like a good party, that you can come out to, get a beer and watch a live band 
and have a good time and it would be something with your friends like Friday night, that’s what 
we’re doing, we’re going to that party, everyone’s going to be there, like never has a UFV event 
been like, “Oh yeah, I’m going to it”. It’s a joke. Yeah I agree, it feels like the community is 
being held back because of that, because of all the regulation going on". 

The frustration some students felt about the lack of community on campus is apparent. A variety 

of sources for this problems are cited by students including, lack of time, commuter campus 

culture, student apathy and over-regulation. Examining these aspects in more depth may be 

advisable in order for UFV to start to address these concerns.  

Key Directions 
The focus groups served to both reveal some of the underlying issues related to areas of the 
student experience and may lead to further discussion. In particular, UFV may want to address: 

• Ways to reach commuter students and form a connection. Some suggested providing 
coffee at pay parking stations as well as information about programs, services and events.   

• Build on the success of mentorship programs where they exist 
• Quality of service across the divisions and across food services operations 
• Review (perhaps to reform) the regulations about food and alcohol service by student and 

dept groups 
•  Investigate ways to keep small class sizes but reduce waitlists (through additional 

sections) especially for required courses in programs  
• Messaging to encourage co-curricular participation and institutional pride 
• Enhanced and consistent, two-way, communication between the University and its 

students. (IM, text messages, etc). 
• Encourage student research and community grounded assignments across the curriculum 
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Appendices 

 

A. Focus Group Protocol 

B. Leadership Group Members 
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Appendix A 
 

Contact/Engagement Script 

 

Hello _________, 

This is Victoria Bryce from the University of the Fraser Valley Office of the Provost calling to 
invite you personally to a focus group interview about the quality of your experiences as a 
student at UFV. Your responses to our questions will help the university to improve the quality 
of the educational experiences of students here at UFV. Your name was randomly chosen from 
hundreds of others and we hope that you will be able to join us. For participating you will 
receive a Starbucks card and your name will be entered into a draw for a $500 from UFV. 

 At the group we will ask questions about your experiences, assignments and involvement with 
campus activities. The group will take about an hour to complete and your answers will be held 
in strict confidence. Please feel free to respond to the questions in a candid fashion. We thank-
you very much for your participation in the interview.  

Can I sign you up for a focus group time?  

 

We will also send you a reminder email. If you have any questions or concerns you can contact 
Sociology Instructor and research lead Katherine.Watson@ufv.ca or call 604-504-7441 ext. 4265 
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Quality of UFV Student Experience and Engagement 

 

The purpose of this study is to explore the quality of your experiences as a student at 
UFV.  This focus group is being conducted by Victoria Bryce from the University of the Fraser 
Valley, Office of the Provost. The principal investigator for this study is Katherine Watson, 
Sociology instructor at UFV. 

The risks to this study are minimal and pose no undue harm. The primary benefit and 
purpose of this research project is to assist the university in improving the quality of the 
educational experiences of students here at UFV and to foster student engagement.  

 At the group we will ask questions about your experiences, assignments and involvement 
with campus activities. The group will take about an hour to complete and your answers are held 
in strict confidence. None of your responses are traceable back to you.  Please feel free to 
respond to the questions in a candid fashion. Only Victoria Bryce and Katherine Watson will 
have access to the taped interview sessions. All information will only be used for evaluation 
purposes at UFV and not released in any other way.  At the end of the research project data will 
be destroyed. 

Finally, your participation in the study is completely voluntary; therefore, you’re free to 
withdraw from the research at any time or you may refuse to answer any question without 
penalty. Also, please feel free to ask Victoria or Katherine any questions or raise any concerns 
that you may have about the interview at any time.    

If you have any further concerns about the research you may contact Katherine Watson at 
604-504-7441 ext. 4265 or email Katherine.Watson@ufv.ca.  

Thank-you for your participation. 

 

Participant Signature _______________________________________________ 

Date ______________________________ 
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Focus Group Protocol--Quality of UFV Student Experience and Engagement 

Preliminary Things: 

1)Welcome and thank-you for coming to the group today. I'm Victoria Bryce from the Office of 
the Provost at UFV and this group interview  is about understanding the quality of student 
experiences and engagement at UFV. Your participation allows the university to evaluate what it 
is doing and how it can be improved. 

2) Consent Forms--go over briefly and have everyone sign. Take any questions. 

3) Introductions--ask people to briefly introduce themselves and what they are taking at UFV 

Questions: 

1) In the past few years, students have consistently rated the quality of education at UFV as 
being very high. Would you agree with this? Why or why not? 

2) Based on the experience you have had so far here at UFV, in what ways has your program 
met, exceeded or fallen short of your expectations? 

3) Tell me about an assignment that was particularly effective or powerful for your learning? 
(probe: what made it so effective for you?)  (clarification if needed: assignment can be 
individual or group, inside or outside the classroom). 

4) Have you ever participated in activities on campus at UFV (outside of your classes)? Why? 
Why not? (clarification if needed:  campus activities include committees, clubs, student 
government, sports, societies, volunteering etc) 

5) If you have participated, has this involvement in campus activities outside the classroom 
contributed directly or indirectly to your learning? How? 

6) Generally speaking, tell me about the best part of your experience at UFV. What matters to 
you about this place? (probe: can you tell me more about that?) 

7) Tell me about the most negative part of your experience at UFV. How do you think UFV 
could change this? (probe: can you tell me more about that?) 

8. Would you recommend UFV to someone else? Why? Why not? 

9.  Is there anything else you would like to add that we haven't covered so far? 

 

Thank-you for your participation. (Starbucks cards) 
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Appendix B 
 

UFV Leadership Group Members: 

Elizabeth Dennis 

Michael Bauman 

Susan Fisher 

Chris Betram 

Keith Lownie 

Katherine Watson 

Tracey Mason 
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       MEMO 
 

 

To: Jacqueline Nolte, Dean of Arts 

From: Michelle Rhodes, Department Head, Geography 

Date: 6 September 2013 

Re: Geography Name Change   

At the September 5, 2013, departmental meeting, the Geography department voted in favour of changing its 
name from Geography to Geography and the Environment. All present at the meeting, who constituted 
the majority of the faculty in the department, voted unanimously for the name change. Four B Faculty 
members were not in attendance for the vote due to being on leave from the department. 
 
We are now seeking administrative approval to move forward with the change. 
 
Rationale:  

By far, the most important driving factor behind the name change is the unfamiliarity of the discipline to 
graduates of the BC school system. This is because Geography is not taught in BC secondary schools, 
except as an optional physical geography course at the Grade 12 level. New students to UFV often think of 
Geography as a science only, and not one that they associate with the broader study of the environment. 
This unfamiliarity remains a source of chronic frustration for Canadian geography programs, ours included.   
 
Thus, while Geography represents the ‘original’ field of environmental studies, this is not evident to students 
who are generally unfamiliar with the discipline. Across Canada, Environmental Studies and Science 
programs are often housed in Geography departments. Geography courses often constitute a large part of 
the core of any environmental studies program, and this is the case with the program in development. Many 
departments often oversee courses with both geography and environmental studies (or environmental 
science) course designations. Invariably, many of the environmental studies or science courses are just 
relabeled geography courses.  
 
Second, we anticipate that the name change will better attract potential and current students interested in 
the environmental programming to taking Geography courses. While it will be difficult to measure the impact 
of a name change on enrolment, particularly in light of other recent changes (e.g. development of the GDS 
degree, and changes to curriculum), anecdotal evidence from other institutions suggests that the addition of 
the word ‘Environment’ to the department title does positively influence enrolment patterns. Better capture of 
these interested students over the next 2-3 years may help smooth the way (in terms of measuring resource 
needs) of a new program in Environmental Studies.  
 
Finally, as the Geography department has grown over the past decade, and particularly between the years 
of 2004-2007, it added faculty whose specializations extend beyond traditional geographic training. Our 
faculty now include people whose research and teaching interests that build from geography and expand 
into the broader field environmental studies, e.g. food cultures and the environment, paleoecology, climate 
modeling, etc.  
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Comparable Program Names in Canada: 

 

 Carlton University: Geography and Environmental Studies 
 Concordia University: Geography, Planning, and the Environment 
 Mount Alison: Geography and Environment 
 Thompson Rivers University: Geography and Environmental Studies  
 University of Manitoba: Department of Environment and Geography 
 University of Regina: Geography and Environmental Studies 
 University of Waterloo: Geography and Environmental Management 
 Wilfred Laurier: Geography and Environmental Studies 

 
Cost Implications: 

 

The primary costs associated with a name change include the following: 
 Print promotional materials 
 Display materials (e.g. banners) 
 Business cards, although this cost would be incurred regardless with change to rank for most of our 

faculty 
 
Most of these costs are relatively minimal and borne at the departmental level; they will have to be absorbed 
over time. 
 
Desired Time Frame for Change: 

 
If approved, the department would like to begin using the new change as soon as possible. This would allow 
us to be in the secondary schools this winter letting high school teachers know about the change. Further, 
we are planning to celebrate the department’s 40th anniversary next year, and as such, it would be ideal to 
have any new promotional and event material reflect this change.  
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